disclaimer, 'I d o n 't believe a word of it', when told of some new experimental result or hypothesis, became famous among his colleagues. In fact Max was very gregarious and had a rich vein of friendship and affection in his nature which he was always ready to share with others of all ages.
Above all, Max was a born leader whose Socratic influence on those who worked with him was enormous, whose rare praise was something to be coveted and rem embered, and whose criticism was welcomed with respect; although he was often wrong in his scientific judgem ent, he was always the first to admit it. On a personal level he engendered in the m inds of his friends and colleagues a deep respect and affection that they will not forget.
M ax was the foremost pioneer of a new approach to an understanding of fundam ental biological processes, now known as molecular biology. His most significant studies concerned the multiplication in their host cells of bacterial viruses, called bacteriophages or phages for short. 1 hese tiny particles are made up of about equal parts of two chemical components, protein and nucleic acid; infection of a bacterium by a single particle is followed, about 30 m inutes later, by rupture of the cell and liberation of a hundred or more progeny particles. As long ago as 1922 the American geneticist H. J. M uller had suggested phage as the simplest possible model for studying the nature and behaviour of genes.
For their novel and im portant studies in this field, M ax and his colleagues, Salvador Luria and Alfred Hershey, were awarded the Nobel Prize in Physiology or M edicine in 1969. However, no account of M ax's published work can do justice to his overall influence as the leader of a formidable group of workers, many of them physicists like himself, who infused a new way of thinking, and new life, into biological research. In addition, he was a direct source of encouragement and inspiration to young research workers of many nationalities and from many disciplines who came to work with him on bacteriophage at the California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California, or to attend his famous 'Phage C ourse' at the Cold Spring H arbor Laboratory, Long Island, New York, and to whom his intellectual approach to biological problems became an inspiration for their own thinking.
F a m i l y b a c k g r o u n d
M ax grew up in the G runewald suburb of Berlin, the youngest of seven children (four girls and three boys) of an extremely prom inent academic family. His father, Hans Delbruck, who was 58 years older than Max, was Professor of History at Berlin University, specializing in the history of the art of war, as well as sole editor for at least 30 years of a monthly journal,
Preussische J a h r b i i c h e r , for which he wrote a column comm enting on Germ an politics. T hree of his father's first cousins were, respectively, Professor of G erm an Literature at Jena, Chief Justice of the Imperial Suprem e Court, and M inister of State. His m aternal great-grandfather was the famous Justus von Liebig, Professor of Chem istry at Giessen and M unich, a Foreign M em ber of the Royal Society and Copley Medallist. His m o th e r's brother-in-law , Adolf von Harnack, was Professor of T heology at Berlin University and a church historian; he was also D irector of the Prussian State L ibrary and, in 1910, became co-founder and President of the Kaiser-W ilhelm -Gesellschaft. T h e Harnacks, the D elbriicks' nearest relatives, were also a large family and lived next door, while Karl Bonhoeffer, a Professor of Psychiatry, and his family were around the corner and the M ax Planck family not far away. One of the Bonhoeffer sons, Klaus, later m arried M ax D elbriick's sister Em mie.
M a x 's family enjoyed 'a m odest degree of affluence and apparently the life until 1914 was pretty free and very hospitable. As war came and life becam e m ore and m ore of a nightm are in every respect, of course all this darkened . . . I think three-quarters of the young m en in the family [including his eldest brother*] were killed. So that was all very sad, and in addition then there came these pretty severe food and coal shortages and then the total mess in 1918. So this relatively affluent residential suburb after the war became almost a ghost tow n' (1) .
W orld W ar II also brought tragedy to the Delbriick family. T w o Bonhoeffer brothers, Klaus (M ax's brother-in-law ) and Pastor Dietrich, two Bonhoeffer sons-in-law, and two von Harnack cousins, Ernst and Arvid together with the latter's Am erican wife, were executed by the Nazis as leading m em bers of the Resistance. M ax 's brother Justus was im prisoned by the Nazis, liberated after the fall of Berlin but ten days later was arrested by the Russians and died in a diphtheria epidemic in a Russian camp. T h e husbands of two of M ax 's sisters also were killed by m arauding soldiers in the last days of the war.
E a r l y in t e r e s t i n s c ie n c e
O f all the m any children in the Delbriick, Harnack and Bonhoeffer families, M ax was the youngest. M oreover, none of his intimates, save one, had any knowledge of, or interest in, science. T h e exception was Karl Friedrich Bonhoeffer, 8 years his senior, who became a distin guished physical chemist and M ax's m entor and lifelong friend. M ax's main boyhood interests were astronomy and mathematics. In retrospect, some 40 years later, he considered that he chose astronomy as a means of finding and establishing his own identity in an intimate society of so m any able and strong personalities, all of them older than himself; but only he was an astronomer, and proclaimed himself one during his last 2-3 years at the G runew ald G ym nasium . He read popular books on the subject, was the enthusiastic possessor of a 2-inch telescope, and sometimes awoke the whole household with the loudest of alarms clocks in the small hours of the m orning when he had an appointm ent with the stars! (1) . Despite M ax's nuisance value, his parents proved tolerant and even helpful, while his knowledge of astronomy blossomed under the tuition and friendship of Karl Friedrich Bonhoeffer.
It thus became M ax's intention to study astronomy at university and, in 1924 at the age of 17^, he went first to T ubingen where Hans Rosenberg offered an introduction to astrophysics which was then in its jj-jfancyj he also took courses in m athematics and physics, but chemistry failed to attract him and he never learnt this subject as a student. He spent only one semester at 1 iibingen and then moved for a semester to Berlin where he had free tuition because of his father's professorship there, and thence to Bonn and back to Berlin again until, in the sum m er of 1926, he finally settled at G ottingen for 3 years until he obtained his degree.
Although G ottingen was at that time the centre of excitement in theoretical physics, following H eisenberg's discovery of quantum m ech anics in 1925, Max continued to be interested in astronomy and m athematics until his attem pt to write a Ph.D . thesis on novae failed because, he admitted, the m athematics of astrophysical theory of the interior of stars was beyond him, while the relevant literature was in English which he did not know at the time. But in the effort he had had to learn a good deal of quantum mechanics which brought him into contact with some of the theoretical physicists, among them Max Born, I asqual Jordan, Eugene W igner and W alter Heitler.
At this time he wrote a short paper (1929) providing formal m athem at ical proofs for a theorem that W igner had used in the application of group theory to theoretical physics. Born, who was Professor of I heoretical Physics, thereupon offered Max a "Peaching Assistantship, and Heitler suggested that he extend to lithium the quantum mechanical theory of the homopolar bond that had just been developed for hydrogen by Heitler and London. His conclusion was that the bond energy in L i2 is considerably smaller than in H 2, not because of the repulsion of the K shells but because the bond electrons were tw 'O s electrons (1930a) . Max recently averred that this topic turned out to be a nightm are for him because of the complexity of the m athematics involved and that he had never dared to look at his thesis again (1) Born, brought with him intellectual stimulus, critical judgem ent and social entertainm ent which gave help and pleasure to m any and sundry'. A nother m em ber of the departm ent at the time, who rem em bers him quite well (J. Burrow, quoted by N . T . #), describes him as a cheerful, outgoing person and one who rapidly established a reputation as a theoretician who was always ready to discuss problem s of any kind with experimentalists who needed help and advice. H erzberg also recalls (pers. com m .) that he 'fitted in very well with the group of younger physicists there because of his (then) gregarious ways and the ease with which he m ade friends'. M ax published two papers from Bristol in English (1930b English ( , 1932 , on topics related to the quantum mechanical theory of hom opolar bonding on which he had written his thesis.
Copenhagen and Zurich
Following his Bristol experience, M ax obtained a Rockefeller Fellow ship (Physics) to study with Niels Bohr in Copenhagen where he spent the spring and sum m er of 1931, and then went to spend the last 6 m onths with another quantum physicist, W olfgang Pauli, in Zurich. In C open hagen he roomed, and collaborated on a nuclear physics project, with George Gam ow (1931) with whom he established a lasting friendship. Also working with Bohr at that time was Victor Weisskopf, a very close friend since their student days together at Gottingen; they arrived in the U .S.A . almost sim ultaneously in 1937 (see below) and remained in personal contact until M ax's death.
Anyone who m ight infer from all this that life in Copenhagen was a staid and serious business should read M ax's light-hearted and facetious account of the gaiety and practical jokes of those days, in his contribution to a George G am ow M emorial Volume (1972c) . W eisskopf (pers. comm.) has com m ented on his wonderful sense of hum our: 'T here was a custom in Copenhagen, at each of the early conferences organized by Niels Bohr, to have what we called a session of " comic physics" . It was always Max who was the most spirited leader in these activities with his hum our and intellectual fantasy. You m ust have heard of his rewriting of G oethe's Faust to make fun of the physics of that tim e.' M ax's short visit to Copenhagen became of greater importance to him than he could have imagined, for it marked the turning point in his life that changed not only his career but his philosophical outlook as well. T h e determ ining influence was B ohr's formulation of the com plementarity concept as a generalized extension of H eisenberg's uncertainty principle. T h u s the propagation of light may be unambiguously defined, in a probabilistic way, either as a continuous motion of electromagnetic waves, or as the exchange of individual quanta of energy related to the wavelength of the former by Planck's constant, but not by both at the same time; the two expressions of reality stand in a mutually exclusive but complementary relation to one another. According to Max, 'Bohr then very vigorously asked the question w hether this new dialectic w ouldn't be im portant also in other aspects of science. He talked about that a lot, especially in relation to biology, in discussing the relation between life on the one hand, and physics and chemistry on the other-w hether there wasn't an experimental m utual exclu sion, so that you could look at a living organism either as a living organism or as a jum ble of molecules; . . . you could make observations that tell you where the molecules are, or you could make observations that tell you how the animal behaves, but there m ight well exist a mutually exclusive feature, analogous to the one found in atomic physics . . . in many respects Bohr w asn't sufficiently familiar with the status of the science (biology). So it was intriguing and annoying at the same time. It was sufficiently intriguing for me, though, to decide to look more deeply, specifically into the relation of atomic physics and biologyand that means learn some biology' (1).
M uch has been written of Bohr's profound influence on Max. T h u s G unther Stent writes, 'I think it fair to say that with Max, Bohr found his most influential philosophical disciple outside the domain of physics, in that through Max, Bohr provided one of the intellectual fountainheads for the development of 20th century biology' (3). Again, Horace Judson says of Max, 'His m ind and style had been formed by Niels Bohr, the physicist, philosopher, poet and incessant Socratic questioner who made Copenhagen one of the capital cities of science between the w ars' (4, p. 50) . But M ax himself saw more than this in the so-called Copenhagen Spirit, as shown by his reply to a question about the Phage G roup; 'Well, the phage group w asn't m uch of a group. I mean it was a group only in the sense that we all comm unicated with each other. And that the spirit was-open. This was copied straight from Copenhagen, and the circle around Bohr, so far as I was concerned. In that the first principle had to be openness. T h a t you tell each other what you are doing and thinking. A nd that you d o n 't care w ho-has the priority' (4, p. 61) .
It followed that, after a further 6 m onths with L ennard-Jones at Bristol, M ax decided to accept an appointm ent as assistant to Lise M eitner at the Kaiser W ilhelm Institute for Chem istry in Berlin in the autum n of 1932, because of its proxim ity to the Kaiser W ilhelm Institutes for Biology. But before returning to Berlin he paid a short visit to Copenhagen to hear Bohr deliver his famous address, 'Light and Life', to the opening m eeting of the International Congress on Light T herapy in August, in which he explicity stated his views on com plem entarity in biology (9) . O dd though these views may seem to us now, in retrospect, this lecture confirmed M a x 's decision to turn to biology.
T h e B e r l i n y e a r s M a x 's appointm ent as assistant to Lise M eitner, who was collaborating with O tto H ahn on the results of irradiating uranium w ith neutrons, was, in effect, to be consultant on theoretical physics. D uring this period he did write a few papers, one of which turned out to be an im portant contribution on the scattering of gam m a rays by a Coulom b field due to polarization of the vacuum produced by that field (1933) . His conclusion proved to be theoretically sound but inapplicable to the case in point, but 20 years later H ans Bethe confirmed the phenom enon and named it 'D elbruck scattering'. A second seminal paper with G ert Moliere, which M ax referred to retrospectively as 'very learned' (1) , attem pted to apply quantum m echanics to resolve the paradox of irreversiblility in statistical m echanics (1936c) .
N ot long after the beginning of M ax 's Berlin period, which coincided with H itler's rise to power, he organized a private group of five or six theoretical physicists to join in fairly regular discussions among them selves, often at his m o th er's house. At his suggestion some biochemists and biologists also joined the group. A m ong these were K. G. Zim m er whose interest was the dose effect of ionizing radiations on biological systems, and, most significantly for M ax's future, N. W. TimofeeffRessovsky, a Russian geneticist from the Kaiser W ilhelm Institute for Brain Research who had been collaborating with Zim m er on the genetic effects of radiation for some 2 years before contact with M ax was established. Tim ofeeff-Ressovsky's experimental organism was Droso phila, the fruit fly, which was then, and still is, very popular with geneticists because of its short generation time and the large populations that can be raised in the laboratory.
Z im m er records that he rem em bers vividly the discussion that fol lowed. 'T w o or three times a week we met, mostly in TimofeeffRessovsky's home in Berlin, where we talked for ten hours or more without a break, taking some food during the session. T here is no way of judging who learned most by this exchange of ideas, knowledge and experience, but it is a fact that after some m onths Delbruck was so deeply interested in quantitative biology, and particulary in genetics, that he stayed in this field perm anently' (2, p. 33) .
T h e upshot of all these discussions was a paper by Tim ofeeffRessovsky, Zim m er and Delbruck (1935b) on the nature of gene m uta tion and gene structure, in which M ax was mainly responsible for the theoretical interpretation. He supposed that the molecules from which genes are made m ust have a very unusual atomic constitution, since they show such remarkable stability in a cellular environm ent otherwise subject to constant chemical change. This stability suggested that each atom of the gene molecule is fixed in its mean position and electronic state by being sunk in 'energy wells', so that discontinuous changes in their state, expressed as mutations, could arise only by the acquisition of very high energies such as ionizing radiations would impose (18, p.26) .
It is difficult to say how m uch interest this paper aroused at the time. Max reported that it got 'a funeral first class' (1) since it was published in a little known G ottingen journal, but Timofeeff-Ressovsky m ust have sent reprints to many geneticists although it is unlikely that they would have known enough physics to understand it. It was not until ten years later that the paper became famous through the publication in 1945 of Erwin Schrodinger's little book, 'W hat is Life?', in which he maintained that D elbruck's model of the gene was the only possible one, and went on to put forward the romantic and paradoxical idea, first proposed by Bohr, that 'from D elbruck's picture of the hereditary substance it emerges that living matter, while not eluding the " laws of physics" as established up to date, is likely to involve hitherto unknown " other laws of physics" which, however, once they have been revealed, will form just as integral a part of this science as the form er' (16) . Max, of course, was already long embarked on his quest for this Holy Grail, but Schrodinger's book was influential in attracting into biology many physicists, curious to solve the paradox (see Stent, 2, p. 3) .
M eanwhile, when Max was spending all this time immersed in biophysics, H ahn and M eitner's work on the irradiation of uranium with neutrons was revealing the emission of many characterizable trans uranium products that were interpreted as elements, but their num ber then became so large that they were assumed to be isomers of trans uraniums, and Max went along with this. As he admitted (1), '. . . this was really immensely stupid of me; I should have guessed what was really going on, namely fission, but I, like everybody else, lacked imagination to see that . . . it was something any experimental physicist could easily have figured out . . . all you needed to know was that there was excess energy there; the neutron enters and there is enough energy there to blow the nucleus to pieces. You needed to just be able to add and subtract . . . and it d id n 't occur to anybody until they were literally forced to this conclusion only the year after I left.' M ax's decision to visit the U .S.A . was prom pted by three circum stances. One was his now dom inant interest in quantitative biology and especially in Drosophila genetics which he wished to experience at first hand. T hen, a few' years after becom ing Lise M eitner's assistant, he had considered a future as lecturer at the university but, apart from academic criteria, this entailed certification of 'political m aturity' following partici pation in 'free discussion' groups at a Nazi indoctrination camp. His failure to display sufficient 'm aturity' at two sessions, probably as a result of too m uch frankness, m ade it clear that a university career would not be open to him in the foreseeable future. Finally, in 1937, the Rockefeller Foundation offered him an unsolicited Fellowship (Biology) to travel abroad, so he took this opportunity to visit the California Institute of Technology in order to learn Drosophila genetics from T hom as H u n t M organ and his w orld-fam ous group. E arly days at Caltech M a x 's initial introduction to Caltech was frustrating and disappointing because, despite the help of A. H. Sturtevant, and of Calvin Bridges with whom he w;as especially friendly, he found the highly specialized Drosophila jargon too difficult and exacting to grasp, let alone master in a reasonable time. One day he inadvertently failed to attend a seminar on bacteriophages by Em ory Ellis, and went to him to find out what he had missed. 'I had vaguely heard about viruses and bacteriophages, and I had read the paper by W endell M. Stanley on the crystallization of tobacco mosaic virus before I had left G erm any. I had sort of the vaguest notions that viruses m ight be an interesting experimental object for a study of reproduction at a basic level' (1) . Ellis showed him the very rudim entary materials and the simple techniques needed for his experiments, and Max saw for the first time the small macroscopic areas of clearing, or plaques, on a lawn of bacterial growth on solid culture m edium , each plaque representing the m ultiplication of a single virus particle. Ellis also dem onstrated some step-grow th curves revealing the kinetics of a cycle of phage multiplication in newly infected bacterial populations. According to Ellis, M ax 's first com m ent was, 'I d o n 't believe it' (2, p. 53); but M ax 's own recollection was, 'T his seemed to me just beyond my wildest dreams of doing simple experiments on something like atoms in biology [which perhaps means the same thing!*], and I asked him whether I could join him in his work, and he was very kind and invited me to do so' (1) .
T h e b a c t e r i o p h a g e e p o c h
So began what has been called 'T he Phage Renaissance'. Before this, d 'Herelle's initial studies dem onstrating the particulate and viral nature of phage had been followed by the highly original investigations of F. M. (later Sir Macfarlane) Burnet and M artin Schlesinger which laid the foundation of m odern phage research, but Schlesinger died prem aturely in 1936 and Burnet changed his field shortly afterwards; neither left disciples to carry on their pioneering mission. M oreover, after working for a year with Max, Ellis returned to his original work on m alignant tum ours of mice. So M ax was left alone, and alone was responsible for giving continuity to phage research by founding and guiding an expand ing, if loosely knit, lineage of phage workers that sowed the seeds which finally blossomed into m odern molecular biology (see 5).
One of M ax's first contributions, in his early days with Ellis, was to bring his analytical approach and mathematical knowledge to bear on study of the phage life cycle. For example, formulae were devised to check the rate of adsorption of free phage to bacteria under various experimental conditions, while the then unknown proportion of free particles able to produce plaques (the plating efficiency) was assessed by the application of Poisson's statistics of random sampling. In their only paper together, Ellis and Delbruck (1939) invented and greatly refined the one-step growth curve and devised the single-burst experiment, anticipated in essence by Burnet, which perm itted a comparison of phage multiplication in individual cells, both key m ethods for the future progress of phage research. Of this and two other papers by M ax on the same topics (1940c, d), T . F. Anderson wrote 16 years later that, of the m any scientific papers that he m ust have read at that time, he could rem em ber only these three. 'T h e experiments were beautifully designed and reported in an elegant style that was new to me. T h e three papers carrying the Delbruck label formed a little green island of logic in the mud-flat of conflicting reports, groundless speculations, and heated but pointless polemics that surrounded the T w ort-d 'Herelle phenom enon' (2, p. 63) .
M ax had no difficulty renewing his Fellowship for a further year, and when this extension expired the war had started so that a return to his old job in Berlin, which had been guaranteed by H ahn and M eitner, was virtually impossible even had he wanted it. On the advice of the Rockefeller Foundation he accepted a lowly academic position of Instruc tor in Physics at Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee, where he remained from 1940 until 1947, being finally prom oted to Associate Professor. However, the Foundation, with generous foresight, agreed with the university to pay half his salary on condition that half his time was free for biological research.
Vanderbilt U niversity and the Phage Group
M ax had no students of biology at Vanderbilt and his only recruit there was A. H. Doerm ann who had just obtained his doctorate in Neurospora genetics and later became a prom inent phage worker. At the end of 1940 M ax m et Salvador Luria, a recent Italian refugee from Europe, who was working on phage at the College of Physicians and Surgeons in New York. As Luria rem arked 25 years later, 'W e were probably the only two people interested in phage from the point of view of 'molecular biology'. T h ey arranged to collaborate in experim ents with mixed infections by phages T1 and T 2 in the sum m er of 1941 at Cold Spring H arbor where M ax was to read a paper at the annual sym posium . In A ugust that year M ax m arried M ary (M anny) Adeline Bruce w hom he had m et during his Fellowship at Caltech. T h e m arriage took place in Pasadena and M anny has related that 'M ax took a whole week off from his experim ents to get m arried. He couldn't wait to get back to Cold Spring H a rb o r' (7) where they spent their honeym oon.
For the mixed infection experim ents Luria had isolated bacterial indicator strains, separately resistant to each of the two phages, and when he visited M ax in Nashville a year later they began to discuss the problem of w hether resistance arose by the adaptation of a constant small proportion of bacteria, induced by contact with the phage, or by spontaneous m utation. T h e obstacle to direct experim entation was that the only way to dem onstrate resistance was by exposing the culture to the phage. It was Luria who first conceived the idea of com paring the num bers of resistant bacteria arising in otherwise identical independent cultures, initially seeded with only a few sensitive cells, with the num bers from equivalent samples from a single culture. If resistance was induced by contact with the phage, then the variation in the num bers of resistant cells would, in either case, be within the limits expected by random sampling. In contrast, the occurrence of resistant , which m ight arise spontaneously and begin to m ultiply at any time during the growth of each independent culture, would lead to a m uch wider variation. By this reasoning, fluctuation greater than the sampling error, in the num bers of resistant bacteria from independent cultures, means that these variants arose as clones in the cultures before they were exposed to the phage and, therefore, were m utants.
Luria wrote to M ax about his idea and 2 weeks later M ax provided the m anuscript of a fully worked-out mathematical theory as a basis for experiments. T h e experim ents showed unam biguously that bacteria acquire resistance to phage by m utation, a finding which has sub sequently been established for virtually all other bacterial variations.
T h e paper by Luria and Delbruck (1943a) reporting their findings and conclusions is a landm ark in the history of molecular biology, for it provided the first real evidence that bacterial inheritance, like that of the cells of higher organisms, is m ediated by genes and not by some Lam arckian m echanism of adaptation as was widely held at the time. T h u s it signalled the birth of bacterial genetics which became a basic tool for exploring the molecular basis of life. Indeed the publication of this paper has been compared in importance to that of M endel in 1865, ushering in the science of genetics itself (4, p. 56) . At about the same time, in Nashville, Salvador Luria initiated his studies of host-range m utations in phage, but these were not completed until later and published in 1945.
M ax and Luria had become interested in some papers on phage by Alfred H. Hershey, a microbiologist at the Medical School of W ashing ton University, St Louis, and at the beginning of 1943 M ax invited him to Nashville for a few days and wrote to Luria about him. 1 hen, at the end of the year, Luria gave a seminar at St Louis which 'had the good fortune of impressing Hershey with the remarkable possibilities of phage genetics' (2, p. 173) . These three formed the nucleus of the Phage G roup consisting, as M ax quipped, of two enemy aliens 'and another misfit in society' because of H ershey's liking for independence and solitude (4, p. 53) .
In addition, an im portant collaboration was established in the early 1940s with the electron-microscopist, T hom as F. Anderson. T h e basic aim of the G roup was to understand the m echanism of phage replica tion-how infection by a single particle resulted in the liberation of some 200 particles half an hour later-and, of course, the nature of the gene.
It is not my intention in this m em oir to recount the many ideas and experiments which followed their zigzag course towards the solution of these problems, which may be culled from the titles in M ax's biblio graphy, but rather to show M ax's overall involvement and influence on this enterprise. However, one im portant technical decision should be mentioned. Until 1944 most workers used phage strains and bacterial hosts which they themselves had isolated, so that it was almost impossible to build up a body of comparable knowledge. M ax therefore negotiated a 'phage treaty' under which it was agreed that research be concentrated on a set of seven phages ( T l -T7), all of which infected the same host, Escherichia coli strain B.
Cold Spring Harbor and the Phage and Phycomyces Courses
After their first visit in 1941, Max and M anny returned to the Cold Spring H arbor Laboratory for the sum m er m onths nearly every year. They were often joined by Salvador Luria, A. H. D oerm ann, A. D. Hershey, M ark Adams and many others over the years who became interested in phage, not only for research but, more importantly, for intellectual interaction and stimulus. In 1950 Hershey became a m em ber of the D epartm ent of Genetics of the Carnegie Institution of W ashington which was also located at Cold Spring Harbor.
In 1945 Max organized the first of 26 successive annual Phage Courses at Cold Spring Harbor, and was the principal instructor in the first three of them. This was made possible through the vision and enterprise of Milislav Dem erec, director of the Laboratory from 1941 to 1960. D em erec was a classical geneticist who foresaw the potential of bacteria and their phages as genetic tools, abandoned Drosophila to work with them , and helped others to do the same. T h e course was devised not only for biologists but also for biochem ists and physicists, and the students ranged from young p o std o c to ra l to em inent physicists such as Leo Szilard who took the course in 1947. T h e im portance of a quantitative and statistical approach to the new biology was stressed by the fact that a prerequisite for the first course (checked by an admission test!) was 'facility in the processes of m ultiplication and division of large num bers; elem ents of calculus; properties of exponential functions'.
T h e recruitm ent value to the phage field of these courses, probably first suggested by Luria (1), may be guessed from the fact that the total num ber of students over the years was well over 400, including m any from abroad. M oreover, of some 130 students who attended the first ten courses, not less than 30 became recognized phage workers or bacterial geneticists so that their initial interest m ust at least have been confirmed.
In addition to these courses, M ax also organized a series of Phage M eetings, the first three of which were held at Nashville. T h e first meeting, in 1947, attracted only eight people, including Anderson, D oerm ann and Hershey. T h e fourth meeting, also organized by Max, was at Cold Spring H arbor in 1950 and thereafter the meetings have continued there annually, without interruption, through 1981, attended by hundreds of participants.
In the early 1950s M ax became interested in sensory perception and transduction and chose, particularly, to study the phototropic response of the large aerial sporangiophores of the fungus As in the case of phage, he became the leader of a Phycomyces G roup, interested in various aspects of tropic behaviour in this organism. From 1965 onwards M ax organized the first of a series of eight Phycomyces W orkshops, held at Cold Springs H arbor over the next twelve years. Each lasted about 2 m onths, they attracted, all told, more than 100 people, and M ax led or participated in all of them.
T h e Cold Spring H arbor Laboratory therefore became a Mecca to which M ax 's followers in these two fields made their annual sum m er Hadj, not only to attend the more formal courses or workshops but also to continue their research in an exciting and stimulating environm ent. James W atson, the present Director of the Laboratory, who became a P hD student of Luria in 1947, has reflected, 'M y approach to science as well as to people became indelibly fixed the following sum m er (1948) when we all came together at Cold Spring Harbor-the Delbrucks, the Lurias, G unther Stent, Seym our Benzer and I in an atm osphere that I can never rem em ber as less than perfect. Now I realize that all the personality of Cold Spring Harbor, which I so loved then and still do, was given to it by M ax' (3). It is therefore most fitting that a recently completed major extension of the D avenport Laboratory, the site of so m uch of M ax's research as well as of the Phage and Phycomyces courses at Cold Spring Harbor, was dedicated as the Max Delbriick Laboratory in August 1981.
Return to Caltech
T h e war over, M ax's preem inent role in the Phage Renaissance, and his novel and distinguished background of theoretical physicist turned successful biologist, prom pted offers, in 1946, of senior appointm ents at the Cold Spring H arbor Laboratory, the California Institute of T e c h nology, and the Universities of Illinois and M anchester, England. Vanderbilt University responded by promising him everything he wanted. He was especially interested in the Chair of Biophysics at M anchester, negotiated about May 1946 by P. M. S. Blackett who was then Professor of Physics, and Max visited there to discuss the appoint ment; he and his wife M anny were tem pted to move to England because of the many attachm ents he had formed there in his early postgraduate years, while M anny had grown up in a British environm ent on the island of Cyprus. M ax was also willing to listen to the Vanderbilt enticements. However, when the offer of a Chair of Biology at Caltech arrived on 11 Decem ber 1946 it proved irresistible and was accepted on 27 December. This was the first faculty appointm ent in biology made by George W. Beadle who had recently succeded T . H. M organ as Chairm an of the Biology Division.
If Cold Spring H arbor had become the Phage Mecca, visited by the converted for their intellectual refreshment, M ax's laboratory at Caltech 'now became the Phage G ro u p 's Vatican, where most of the disciples of what was later to be called the " informational school'' of molecular biology took their orders' (6). Recruitment followed fast from both the physical and biological sciences and 'it is likely that the sense of excitement which often permeates a developing cluster m ust be generated by someone with D elbruck's charismatic force of personality' (5, p. 79) . It is perhaps of interest that during what Stent (17) has called the 'Romantic Period' of molecular biology (up to 1953), about the same proportion of recruits to the phage field came from the physical as from the biological sciences (5, p. 66) . It is likely that an appreciable proportion of the former was motivated by Schrodinger's imaginative prediction about the nature of the gene in his book W hat is Life?. Indeed, one of M ax's young colleagues at Caltech at this time was Neville Symonds who came from postdoctoral studies on wave mechanics with Schrodinger, then working in D ublin as a former refugee from Nazi Germany. James W atson, on the other hand, whose interests and undergraduate background were in biology, admits that his main in centive was the 'legendary figure' of Max evoked by Schrodinger's book.
A m ong the m any phage devotees engaged in active research at Caltech during the early years of M ax 's leadership was Elie W ollm an of the Pasteur Institute, Paris. A ndre Lwoff, who was head of the Service de Physiologie M icrobienne at the Pasteur Institute, had attended the 1946 Cold Spring H arbor Sym posium and had there encountered M ax and the Phage G roup. He found the atm osphere stim ulating and 'swallowed everything with enthusiasm ', but his interests at that time lay elsewhere; he did not attend the Phage Course nor start work on lysogeny until about 1949 (2, p. 88). W ollm an was his first am bassador to Caltech, and thereafter m any of the Am erican Phage G roup worked for a time at the Pasteur Institue which became the European Vatican.
In 1949 the D elbrucks did not go to Cold Spring H arbor since M anny was expecting a child, so m any of the Phage G roup, including James W atson, came to Pasadena where, 'several times each week, there occurred seminars dom inated by D elbruck's insistence that the results logically fit into some form of pretty hypothesis' (2, p. 239). T w o new visitors to Caltech at this time were Ole M aaloe from Copenhagen University and Jean Weigle who was head of the Physics Institute in the U niversity of Geneva; these two constituted a very small 'Class of 49' that graduated under M a x 's supervision (2, p. 265) . W eigle's account of his Caltech experiences, on his return to Geneva, decided the electron-microscopist, Edw ard Kellenberger, to apply his instrum ent to the study of phage (2, p. 116), while Weigle himself arranged with M ax to spend his winters working at Caltech, and subsequently resigned his Geneva professorship for a wholetime Caltech research appointm ent. Maaloe also em barked on phage research in C openhagen and W atson wrorked with him there during the first year of his Fellowship in Europe in 1950, as well as with the Danish biochemist, H erm an Kalckar, who had attended the first Phage Course in 1945. T h u s the gospel spread and its proselytes increased in num ber to discover that they had become m em bers of an integrated, friendly and hospitable international family related by social as well as by intellectual bonds, with M ax as their father figure.
D N A as genetic material
M ax 's early work on the one-step growth curve had shown that, following phage infection of bacterial cells, a latent period of about 20 m inutes elapses before the cells begin to burst and liberate a hundred or more progeny particles. M utation had also been revealed by Salvador Luria as the cause of variation in phage, as well as in bacteria as has already been recounted. T h en D elbruck and W. T . Bailey (1946c) and A. D. Hershey independently (13), dem onstrated genetic recombination when bacteria were doubly infected with phages that differed in two characters. T his was the finding that led, about ten years later, to the ultimate genetic analysis of gene structure by Seym our Benzer (8) . However, nothing whatsoever was known about the num ber or nature of the presum ptive precursors inside the infected bacteria during the latent period. As M ax remarked in a Harvey Lecture that he was invited to give in 1946, some 30 years after the first description of phage as a bacterial virus; 'it should be our first aim to develop a m ethod of determining the num ber of virus particles which are present in a bacterial cell at any one moment. Here I, and those who have been associated with me in this work, have to make the first admission of failure ' (1946b) .
Such a m ethod was first developed between 1949 and 1952 by A. H. Doerm ann (12) who disrupted cells at intervals after infection but failed to find any plaque-forming entities during about the first 12 minutes; thereafter infective intracellular particles began to appear and increased linearly. T his 'eclipse period' showed clearly that the phage changes its state immediately after infection, while the subsequent linear rather than exponential increase in phage num bers implied that this increase is not due to successive replications of a complete organism but is more compatible with an assembly of its com ponent parts (see 2, p. 79) .
At this stage it is interesting to note that Niels B ohr's influence and Schrodinger's prediction still retained a firm hold on M ax's imagination. In an address entitled 'A physicist looks at biology', delivered at the thousandth meeting of the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences in 1949, he says, 'It may turn out that certain features of the living cell, including perhaps even replication, stand in a mutually exclusive relationship to the strict application of quantum mechanics, and that a new conceptual language has to be developed to embrace this situation. T he limitation in the applicability of present day physics may then prove to be, not the dead end of our search, but the open door to the admission of fresh views of the matter. Just as we find features of the atom, its stability, for instance, which are not reducible to m ech anics, we may find features of the living cell which are not reducible to atomic physics but whose appearance stands in a complementary relationship to those of atomic physics' (1949b; also 2, p. 9).
In 1952 A. D. Hershey and M artha Chase (14) published their famous experiment in which they infected cells with phage in which the D N A and protein were differentially labelled with radioactive phosphorus and sulphur respectively; they found that the D N A entered the cells but most of the protein, in the form of empty heads, remained outside. T he eclipse was therefore the period during which the phage D N A was replicating and directing the synthesis of nascent phage protein. T h u s it turned out that the genetic material was D N A and that the genetic material alone entered the cell to initiate a new viral generation.
As early as 1944, Oswald Avery and his colleagues at the Rockefeller Institute, New York, had published good biochemical evidence that the 'transform ing principle' of pneumococci, which transfers the hereditary ability to synthesise a polysaccharide characteristic of one type to bacteria of other types, is highly polymerized D N A . W hy, then, did the Phage G ro u p seemingly ignore this obvious clue to the chemical nature of the gene until a m em ber of the G roup itself came to the same conclusion by a less rigorous experiment? In fact both M ax and Salvador Luria were very interested in A very's work a considerable time before its publication, visited him at the Rockefeller Institute, and adm ired him as a person. In m id -1943 Avery wrote a long letter to his brother Roy, who was a microbiologist at V anderbilt U niversity and knew M ax and showed him the letter which explained the results of O sw ald's research and suggested, very cautiously, that D N A m ight be the genetic material (2, p. 180) . A lthough pneumococcal transform ation was certainly seen as a very interesting phenom enon by D elbruck and Luria, there were then u nder standable reasons for failing to recognize its genetic importance. T h e phenom enon appeared to be uniquely restricted to polysaccharide pro duction by a single bacterial species and seemed rem ote from the problem s that beset phage workers. M oreover at that time bacterial genetics did not exist, while D N A was generally regarded as a 'stu p id ' molecule consisting simply of repeating tetrads of the same nucleotides which could hardly carry complex information; it was not until m uch later that contam ination of transform ing preparations with small am ounts of protein, then favoured as the most likely genetic material, could be excluded.
However, the m ost cogent reason for failure to appreciate the im portance of D N A in transform ation was probably that it appeared as a biochemical problem , revealed by biochemical techniques. As Luria has said, 'People like D elbruck and myself, not only were we not thinking biochemically, but we were somehow--and probably partly uncon sciously--reacting negatively to biochemistry . . . I d o n 't think we attached great importance to w hether the gene was protein or nucleic acid. T h e im portant thing for us was that the gene had the characteristics that it had to have' (4, p. 62).
But others had sensed the importance of D N A , confirmed by the H ershey-C hase experiment, and were working to elucidate its struc ture-an enterprise that culm inated in the W atson-Crick double helix in 1953, a molecule that em bodied all the genetical properties required by the gene (20) . As soon as the model structure had been built and seemed right, James W atson revealed it first in a letter to M ax (19) , who was fascinated and thought it obviously right. M ax then wrote to Bohr about the model, saying that he thought it equalled R utherford's discovery of the nucleus of the atom (1) .
T hus, as G unther Stent has com m ented (18, p. 29) , in one respect the Phage G roup failed in its mission, for it did not discover the new laws of physics that Bohr and Schrodinger had prophesized (see p. 66) . T here turned out to be no paradox; only the hydrogen bond lay at the heart of the mystery. T h e really im portant achievement of the G roup during this romantic phase of the growth of molecular biology was 'the introduction into microbial genetics of previously unknown standards of experimental design, deductive logic, and data evaluation. These procedures had led to final and definitive settlement of m atters that had been under dispute for ten or more years' (17) . M ax was basically a theoretician who loved to search for neat models and hypotheses to explain complex phenomena. About 1950, after discovery of the phage eclipse phase but before the Hershey-Chase experiment, he became interested in sensory perception and its trans duction into physiological activity-a phenom enon more relevant to the complex behaviour of higher creatures. He also thought that, by then, phage research was 'in good hands'. His first choice of a simple model organism was the purple bacterium, Rhodospirilium, which is not only photosynthetic but also phototactic, swimming towards a light source. Max was co-author of a general article on Rhodospirillum (1951b) in which the responses of this organism to light were compared with those of nerve fibres to electrical stimuli. However, after some early experiments he forsook this organism in favour of a simple fungus, Phycomyces.
T h e P h y c o m y c e s p e r io d
Phycomyces has a non-septate mycelium which sprouts large aerial stalks called sporangiophores, each crowned by a spherical sporangium containing many thousand spores. T he attractiveness of this organism as a model for studying perception and response lay in the reactions of the rapidly growing sporangiophores to many stimuli. For example they grow towards the light (phototropism), against gravity (geotropism), into the wind (anemotropism) and away from nearby objects (avoidance response). On the other hand, Phycomyces does not naturally form heterokaryons and produces multinucleate asexual spores, while the sexual cycle, involving two mating types that initially were far from isogenic, takes several m onths to yield recom binant progeny. T h u s the organism lacks the ease and refinement of genetic analysis that made some other microbial systems, such as Escherichia coli, ideal tools in molecular biology. Early studies of phototropism were initiated at Cold Spring H arbor in 1953 and the next year M ax persuaded W erner Reichardt, then studying insect optom otor responses at Tubingen, to join him in his Phycomyces project. This partnership resulted in a classic paper (1956b) proposing a kinetic model of adaption to light that proved influential for other sensory systems, although it has recently been shown to be adequate only for dark adaptation in the normal intensity range in the case of (E. Lipson, pers. comm. there is 'm uch room for similarities in earlier stages of the transducer chain . . . and the receptor potentials of animal sensory cells, and it is to these as yet obscure stages that we think Phycomyces work can make a contribution of general relevance' (1969) .
T h e adaptation range of Phycomyces to light is about ten orders of m agnitude, equivalent to that of the hum an eye, and sensitivity is specific for blue light (1960) . M ax 's main interest in recent years was the nature of the photoreceptor, the most likely candidate being /2-carotene or a flavin. W ith Katzir and Presti (1976a) he greatly extended the action spectrum and found absorption in the region of 600 nm which they interpreted as evidence for a flavin chrom ophore. Subsequently /2-carotene was excluded by the use of m utants in which its synthesis was undetectable (1977a, 1978b) . Finally, in his last published paper, M ax and his colleagues (1981) found that the substitution of an analogue of riboflavin (roseofiavin, with a distinctive absorption spectrum) in a riboflavin auxotroph produces an equivalent shift in the action spectrum. It thus seems likely that the sporangiophore blue light receptor of Phycomyces is a flavin and not a carotene, although the precise nature of the com pound remains unknown (see 15). In the years that have elapsed since the 1969 review, m uch interesting work and some im portant technical advances have been made, especially in the field of behavioural genetics. For example, the introduction of a microsurgical technique for making heterokaryons and the development of isogenic m ating types have revolutionized genetic analysis. A large num ber of behavioural m utants have now been isolated, involving photoresponses to sporangiophore developm ent and carotene synthesis as well as various tropisms. In addition, other m utants affecting the pathway of carotene biosynthesis have been obtained. Classification of these m utants according to their functional and sequential relationships is clarifying the organization of their underlying sensory pathways (review, 15) . ' Although it is true that no major breakthrough has been made in understanding the basic mechanism of sensory transduction, this is also the case for other systems. It has been suggested that progress m ight have been quicker if more effort had been directed to developing the basic genetics and biochemistry of Phycomyces during the physiological aspects were then energetically pursued, resulting in a lot of models unsupported by strong experimental evidence (A. P. E.). Although Max remained dedicated to Phycomyces from 1953 onwards, he did not lose touch with phage research. T hus, with N. Visconti, he developed a mathematical model of phage recombination based on multiple rounds of mating during the eclipse period (1953) while, a little later, he became interested in theoretical problems of D N A replication (1945b, 1957) and the genetic code (1958b).
The Cologne interlude (1961-63)
After the war Max returned to G erm any on several occasions, first in 1947, and then in 1954 when he visited Gottingen for 3 m onths. In 1956 he was invited to spend 3 m onths at Cologne by Josef Straub who was Professor of Botany at the University and wanted Max to bring molecular genetics to his new institute which was among the first being built at that time. Max gave a phage course in the unfinished new building, still without electric light or cement floors, 'which was quite a tour de force' (1) . It was during this course, at which Peter Starlinger (now Director of the Institute) came from H am burg to give a seminar, that the idea took root of a Genetics Institute embracing several independent, integrated groups headed by professors, but having many facilities in comm on and an emphasis on research. This was a very novel concept for G erm any and it was hoped that Max would agree to become the first director so that his reputation could be used in negotiations with the Government; but Max agreed for 2 years only, on leave of absence from Caltech, in the unlikely event of the project materializing.
A first step was the appointm ent of Carsten Bresch to a Chair of Microbiology in the Botany building, where he was joined by Rudi Haussm ann, Peter Starlinger and Thom as T rautner, and also by A. H. Doerm ann who spent a sabbatical 1957 with them (P. S.). T h en in 1959, thanks to the extraordinary negotiating ability of Josef Straub, the Institute was finally approved. D uring the developmental stages, Max visited Cologne about once a year to discuss plans for the future, and succeeded in obtaining funds from a semi-private organization for two additional senior staff appointm ents which the university could not afford.
T h e Institute of Genetics building was eventually com pleted and the staff m oved in in the sum m er of 1961. T h e Institute was formally dedicated in June 1962, with Niels Bohr as the principal speaker. His lecture, entitled 'Light and life-revisited', com m ented on the original one of 1933, which had been the starting point of M ax 's interest in biology. It was to be B ohr's last formal lecture. He died before com pleting the preparation of the m anuscript of this lecture for publica tion (but see D elbruck 1976; also 10).
M ax organized four groups of workers, under Carsten Bresch, W alter H arm (radiobiology), Peter Starlinger and Hans Zachau. In addition, he form ed a group of his own which, surprisingly, he devoted to the study of the photochem ical effects of ultraviolet light on D N A which had interested him since the then recent discovery of thvm ine dimers (e.g. 1962b, 1963b) .
M ax also found time to talk to and encourage younger workers, and he established internal seminars which the whole Institute was supposed to attend in order to foster interactions. In addition, phage courses on the Cold Spring H arbor model were run every year from 1962 onwards and in 1963, at M ax 's persuasion, a course on bacterial genetics was added (P. S.).
W hen M ax left in 1963 he agreed to maintain connections with the Institute and was appointed as H onorary Professor. For some years thereafter he returned to Cologne every year or so to give a series of lectures, or just a seminar, often on a topic outside the normal cu r riculum. In Starlinger's opinion, M ax's Cologne period was beneficial to G erm an biology as a whole, not only on account of the courses he instituted, but also because of his extensive travelling and lecturing.
Later he was persuaded to serve as adviser in natural science on the Founding Com m ittee of the new University of Constance. 'T his led to a natural sciences faculty that was essentially all molecular biology-even the chemistry and physical chemistry were all molecular biology' (1). An agreem ent was reached with the university that he would spend one semester there in every six, but he did this only once, in the sum m er of 1969, when he indulged his more physical and mathematical interests (e.g. 2-D diffusion) with friends there. T h at was his and M an n y 's last long visit to Germ any. and quiet-spoken aloofness with outgoing gregariousness, affection and sense of fun; his basic seriousness and childish love of practical joking; all could be seen as the essence of paradox, or as the em bodim ent of 'natural m an'. This, perhaps, has been best expressed by a close colleague of M ax (D. R. S.) who 'always thought of Max as a hum an archetype'. Perhaps the best way to convey an impression of M ax's individuality is through a kaleidoscope of reminiscences and impressions by various friends who knew him well.
'I rem em ber vividly the discussions that we had and also the discussion among the circle of friends about physics, philosophy and hum an problems. M ax was able to attract the best and most interesting people because of his wonderful personality and his direct approach to questions of interest. M any people know him as rather acid and critical, and sometimes even arrogant. It is true that he did not well tolerate half-truths and superficial remarks, but he was a warm friend to those whom he valued, and he was always ready to help, to discuss the problems and, last not but least, to have fun with his friends' (V. F. W.).
'He abhorred the petty and in searching for the deepest of theories insisted that we work together in a collective generous fashion. T he selfish and the avaricious were not tolerated, and those unfortunate souls who could only so survive, were not for Max . . . He also had no use for stuffiness or protocol and never was Professor or D r Delbriick but Max to all who would learn with him ' (J. D .W .; 3) .
'He was a compassionate man, very honest, with a slow but strong and deep intelligence (Germ any style); he was half philosopher, half physicist, with a scale of values very different to the comm on scientific man. He enjoyed life every minute. He loved to talk with people and it is remarkable how he concentrated his m ind to listen to th em ' (A .P .E .).
'His playfulness translated quite literally into plays, the m arionette shows he put on with his children, in which in a marvellous conceit, he often took the role of Uncle Max, the fusty professor with a thick G erm an accent. M ax was Max and sometimes he played Max. He also proposed to play Samuel Beckett, threaten ing to give the latter's Nobel acceptance speech for him when he failed to go to Stockholm (in 1969) . He particularly admired the work of Beckett because, almost as a scientist, Beckett had reduced the complexities of hum an intercourse to their elements, a series of games turning in an eternal round' (D. R. S.).
'. . . Delbriick had been a kind of G andhi of biology who, without possessing any temporal power at all, was an ever-present and sometimes irksome spiritual force. " W hat will Max think of it?'' had become the central question of the molecular biology psyche' (G .S .S .).
A m ong the m ost m em orable features of life with the D elbruck group at Caltech were the extraordinary and informal hospitality of M ax and M anny in their hom e in Pasadena which was 'open house' to all and sundry; and the famous weekend cam ping trips to the desert, organized by M anny, that m ight include undergraduates, graduates, post-docs, staff, visitors, children and dogs, with long treks up and down the hills and canyons, on which M ax m ight unexpectedly block the path by stopping abruptly to ponder a sudden thought. After returning to camp and a welcome siesta, M anny would prepare dinner over the cam p fire. 'Evening brought a big fire and wild stories until each w andered into the dark to find his own bag and pile of clothes under the sky freckled with stars. Yes stars! One would occasionally wake up to see a naked M ax balancing his binoculars against the car. He was charting the m ovem ent of the planets and rediscovering for him self these m ovem ents as the ancients had done it' (N. D.). In recent years M ax continued to enjoy desert trips and often he and M anny would take small groups of friends for m id-week picnic walks and talks over rough country closer to Pasadena.
A nother m ore disciplinary aspect of M ax's style is recalled by Seym our Benzer.
'T h e urge to do experim ents was always so strong that we could not get ourselves to sit down and write up the results. Delbruck had a solution for this. He assembled all who had papers to write and whisked us off to C altech's M arine Biology Station at Corona del M ar. T here, we were locked up for three days and ordered to write. D elbriick's wife, M anny, typed as rapidly as we could spew the stuff out; we mercilessly criticized each other's drafts, and in three days everyone had com pleted a paper' (2, pp. 157, 340) .
Sense o f humour
M ax 's wit and hum our were very m uch a part of his image because they accentuated the depth and seriousness of his personality in such a striking way. His wit was light and amusing, as when he told Jean Weigle that he supposed that the Festschrift in honour of his (M ax's) 60th birthday would be an opportunity for everyone to publish papers that had been rejected repeatedly by m any journals. Again, he propounded his 'P rin ciple of limited sloppiness' to account for the emergence of im portant ideas from experiments that had not been rigorously controlled.
A nother example of his wit, as well as of the playfulness m entioned above, is his introduction to the C om m encem ent Address he delivered at Caltech in 1978, entitled 'T h e arrow of tim e' (11) . It appeared that a com m ittee had suggested M ax as speaker, while the students had again suggested the comedian, W oody Allen. 'So,' said Max, 'what happened? Well, it's up to you to decide. Is it M ax Delbruck as advertised, talking to you, or is it W oody Allen, impersonating a Senior Academic Citizen, scurrilously named Max Delbriick, or is it Max Delbriick, scurrilously pretending to be W oody Allen impersonating Max Delbriick? Having been trained in critical thinking for so long at Caltech I am sure you will enjoy pondering these alternatives while I, whoever I may be, go on with my talk'; and on he went to discuss very seriously the paradoxes of the nature of subjective and objective time, and of truth. Incidentally, I see in the margin of a copy of this address that he sent me, the annotation, 'Letter follows-but when?'! M ax's more farcical sense of comedy m ust be m entioned since it is an aspect of his personality that his friends rem em ber so well, and which proved rather infectious within the Phage G roup. For example, a British physicist (C. F.) who knew him in Berlin in 1937, rem em bers a sum m er party at his home to which 'he invited half the guests in evening dress and the other half in casual tennis clothes, and he himself wore his grandfather's tail coat over old flannel bags'.
In m uch the same vein, a visitor to Caltech in 1953 (E. S. A.) was invited to accompany the Delbriicks to a perfectly sober end of term students' play. T o his astonishment, Max insisted on dressing up as a pregnant woman and M anny as 'her' English husband, complete with moustache, bowler hat and furled umbrella, while he (E. S. A.) went as a friend attired in weird clothing. They arrived late at the play and 'you can imagine the sensation we produced as we marched solemnly down the aisle to our seats near the front'. Max and his party left before the end of the play, and it then transpired that the cast and many students and friends had been invited to the Delbriick home after the performance. Max now insisted that he and his guest exchange roles on the grounds that the prank would not otherwise be complete-a denouem ent 'which resulted in the utmost confusion when the guests arrived.' W hen Max was at Cologne he introduced a lifestyle that was quite atypical for Germany, such as organizing a treasure hunt through the whole of Lindenthal, while at parties in the Institute 'there would be rather skilful cartoons exhibited, and sketches would be performed which would make fun of the Institute and mainly of the senior people' (P. S.). Of course, Max w as sometimes 'hoist with his own petard'. For instance, it was his habit at Cologne to attend all the lectures of a course, reading a newspaper during the m orning session, and then giving the last lecture himself. On one such occasion he was confronted, at lecture, by the whole class who 'pretended to be busy with their newspapers too. Max was a little startled at first, but then took it with good h u m our' (P. S.).
Finally, to show how intimidating Max might at first appear to those who didn't know him well, it was not uncom m on for him, with a rather serious expression, to say to a lecturer after his performance, 'Well, that was the worst seminar I have ever heard!'; but I should conclude this theme by saying that at least one victim of this comm ent of Max, George (.Facingp. 82) Streisinger, has also recorded 'the very great love and adm iration that so m any of us feel towards h im ' (2, p. 335) .
The Intellectual M a n
In the winter of 1972 M ax gave an extensive course of 20 lectures at Caltech on 'Evolutionary epistem ology'. He later condensed these into a long but elegant essay entitled 'M ind from m atter??' presented as a single lecture to the X H Ith Nobel Conference in 1977 (1978d . T h e essay ranges from cosmology and the beginning of life, through the evolution of prokaryotes and perception, higher organisms and behaviour, the n er vous system, consciousness, language and culture, to cognitive ability. He then goes on to ask, if m ind evolved and was selected merely for its survival value, 'to let us get along in the cave, how can it that (it) permit(s) us to obtain deep insights into cosmology, elem entary particles, m ole cular genetics, num ber theory? T o this question I have no answer. . . . T h e feeling of absurdity that attaches to the notion " M ind from M atter'' is perhaps of a similar nature to the feeling of absurdity we have learned to cope with when we perm it relativity to reorganize time and space and quantum theory to reconcile waves and corpuscles. If so, then there may yet be hope for developing a formal approach perm itting a G rand Synthesis.' T h e essay begins with a brief recapitulation of Schrodinger's book, W hat is Life?, and outlines Bohr's subtle com plem entarity argu m ent. T h u s M ax's thinking continued to be swayed by B ohr's ideas, but in a new dimension, after 45 years.
However, m y main object in m entioning this essay, and the series of lectures that begat it, is to emphasize the cosmic scope of M ax's conceptions, and the breadth and quality of his educational influence at Caltech. M ax taught regularly at Caltech and his 'm ethod of learning was to teach, and every year . . . he would assign himself the task of teaching a course in some new subject that he wanted a learn. T his ranged all the way from statistical m echanics to epistemology. So M ax became an expert in every one of those subjects. As recently as a year and a half ago, long after he had been officially retired, he volunteered to teach freshman physics here at Caltech as a sort of refresher course for him self' (S. B., 3). In fact he never lost his interest or skill in theoretical physics and m athem atics and, as late as 1980, published a paper on Bose-Einstein statistics (1980a). Papers on Phycornyc e phototropism appear up to the year of his death.
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travel to Paris with his daughter Nicola in the spring of 1979 to be inducted as a Foreign M em ber of the French Academie des Sciences.
He retained the interest of a scientist towards his disease from its beginning, never complained, and, from first to last, retained the upper hand. A few m onths before his death he suffered a mild stroke which impaired his vision on one side; he found this m ore interesting than disturbing, and smilingly said, 'T h e students need me as a guinea pig; they are setting up some tests they cannot do with the m onkeys' (B. C.).
W hen M ax first learnt about his illness he started a diary which he called 'H eim reise' ('Journey H o m e') to record his thoughts about its progress. Here are two entries:
'W ohin gehen wir denn? ('W here are we going? Im m er nach H ause'
Always towards H o m e') T his quotation was written on 24 Septem ber 1978, and his thoughts on this them e were: 'T h e journey of life which seems to be going outward, in the end turns out to have been going inward most of the tim e'. On 5 M arch 1979 he wrote, 'Im leichten W ellenschlag der W ochen treib ich dahin. Ein steuerloses Blatt bald zu verschw inden.' ('I drift with the gentle undulation of the weeks. A rudderless leaf soon to disappear.') D uring the last few weeks of his life, M ax announced one day that he had decided to live for two more years in order to complete his autobiography which he had recently started to write. Only 3 days before his death he began to dictate the chapter 'Light and life' (B. C.). 
